Waring School
Dear Waring School Community,

Waring School’s recent 5-year Strategic Plan, drafted over the 2014-2015 year, set an ambitious course for Waring in the areas of diversity and scholarship, program development, and campus master planning. At no time in the school’s history has annual giving been so critical for the implementation of our visions and aspirations.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to our donors and to the Waring Community for helping our Waring Fund cover nearly 10% of our yearly budget. This goes a long way in keeping tuition affordable, providing the necessary financial aid to attract and retain our diverse families, and to achieve the many goals in our Strategic Plan.

In particular, we would like to extend our deepest thanks to Martha Bednarz, our Director of Advancement, who left Waring in the spring of 2016. Under Martha’s leadership, Waring giving has seen record numbers and increased participation. With Martha’s leading Advancement at Waring, we have changed the definition of “philanthropy” at Waring, from a topic folks avoided, to a calling for all community members to act in common and with generous hearts. On behalf of the Waring Faculty and Board of Trustees, we thank Martha for her years of service to Waring School. She has professionalized our Advancement Office and set a benchmark for annual giving that will drive us for years to come.

To the greater Waring School community and all of our donors, we extend our deepest thanks for your continued support of Waring, our values and our bright future.

Sincerely,

Tim Bakland ‘94
Head of School

Dick Prouty
Chair, Board of Trustees
Waring School admits students of any gender, race, color, disability status, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, genetic information, religion, and national and ethnic origin and provides them all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of gender, race, color, disability status, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, genetic information, religion, or national and ethnic origin in administration of its educational policies, admission policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in the 2014-2015 Waring School Report of Giving is correct. Please direct any changes or corrections to the Advancement Office. Please accept our apologies for any inadvertent misinformation contained herein.
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The “Psychic Paycheck” in Marketing the Arts at the Guggenheim

by Martha Bednarz

Essie Lash ’02 credits Waring humanities courses in large part for putting her on track to work in the arts, although she did not start out there. After Waring, Essie attended Wesleyan University and majored in Anthropology. She later continued her education at the American University of Paris where she graduated with a Masters degree in Global Communications. Her first professional foray was not working in the arts. Rather, it was working for a PR agency in New York City. And although she found the work engaging, something was missing. Says Essie, “the psychic paycheck was essential for me,” and that’s what was missing.

“The arts”, she professes, “is where I saw myself long-term. Studying Humanities at Waring was key to developing that focus because that’s where I first learned about the exciting interrelationships between art and history and economics and culture.” Arts at Waring were equally as important to her during her Waring years, where she immersed herself in as many arts classes as she could including Studio Art with then Chair of the Art Department Ila Sahai Prouty ’87.

Essie then started her career in nonprofit as Communications and New Media Manager at a cultural consortium called Heart of Brooklyn. Says Essie, “At the time, Brooklyn was becoming a hip spot on the map, and this organization was formed to promote six different cultural organizations as important destinations.” Heart of Brooklyn didn’t survive the economic downturn, but the Brooklyn institutions it served—including the Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, and others—have thrived.

In her next career move as Marketing Services Manager at the Jewish Museum, Essie found herself addressing a larger New York audience. According to Essie, the museum “has a beautiful gallery space, and an important core collection, as well as a strong philanthropic tradition.” Another aspect of the Jewish Museum that spoke to Essie is “the ongoing vigorous debates on ideas—much like we have in Waring humanities classes!” The humanities connection helped her in launching new media projects for the museum during her time there.

Now she’s working just down the road on Museum Mile at the Guggenheim Museum as Marketing Manager specializing in multi-channel marketing. “I never imagined it to be possible to work for one of your favorite museums,” exclaims Essie. She says that although she had known the museum for its collections, she was surprised to discover the Guggenheim’s robust performing arts programming. “New York City is very collaborative in the arts and I’m learning every day.”

In fact, it wasn’t long after starting at the Guggenheim that Essie encountered Waring alumnus Brendan Pelssue ’04 as part of the performing arts there. “Brendan was on a panel and presentation of reimagining “Hagoromo”, a Japanese noh play with the Brooklyn Academy of Music!”

Working for a global museum such as the Guggenheim, Essie is certain to continue her interdisciplinary “lifelong learning.” And as any Waring community member knows, her meeting fellow Waring alumni in far-flung and fascinating places will be par for the course.
Imagine yourself at a conference with 29 important clients you need to impress. If you’re most people, you might be interested in how many business cards you need to bring. (Thirty, right?) If you’re a mathematician, you might wonder how many total times people will exchange business cards, and how to do it optimally (Not so easy to count now, is it?).

In 2014, Waring School’s former Math Team became the Math Circle. Led by Waring math teacher Graham Rosby, Math Circle meets in two groups, one for Core students and Group 1, and one for high school students. The groups meet twice a week at lunch to discuss great problems, to help prepare for national contests, and to encourage a love of recreational mathematics.

For so many people, the competitive side of mathematics can be overwhelming. How many people do you know who tell themselves that they’re “just not math people?” This anxiety, like so many phobias, comes from a fundamental misunderstanding of what mathematics is. The Waring Math Circle emphasizes that sharing and communicating a good problem is far more important than how quickly one can solve it.

To this end, each meeting starts with a stimulation of the imagination. For example one of our student teaching assistants asks us to consider three large jars of candy: one filled with skittles, the other with M&Ms, and a third a mix of both. In another meeting, a seventh grader led a lecture about Georg Cantor’s remarkable proof that some infinities are larger than others.

The heart of a great mathematics problem is imagination. Exploration of these problems leads to illustrations of many granular skills. By first wondering if the repeating decimal $0.999\ldots$ is equal to 1, we discussed how to convert any repeating decimal into a fraction. If you’re still looking for a hint about that business meeting problem, try answering an easier version – what if there were only 2 clients you needed to impress? This top-down approach is much more in line with the Waring Way of learning. It is Socratic, student-centric, and it works.

We are proud of our middle school Math Circle students, who won first-place in their division of the Intermediate Math League of Eastern Massachusetts (IMLEM). Waring had three middle school champions at these meets, setting us up for years of success. In our high school division, two of our students achieved top scores in the national American Mathematics Competition.

While our success is remarkable for the group’s first year, the real proof of the Waring Math Circle’s early success is the lasting friendships it has fostered. We hope our students will continue to develop their talent and passion in the middle school and see that translate into future success. In the future we aim to send teams of students to the Harvard-MIT contest in Cambridge, or qualify for the American Invitational Math Exam (AIME), the US Math Olympiad, or the American Regions Mathematics League (ARML) team. Roll on, Math Circle!

(By the way, the answer is 435.)
Waring Fund Participation
2014 - 2015

Summary of Cash Gifts
2014 - 2015

Waring Fund $305,207
Auction $45,110
Restricted Gifts $44,466

Total Giving $394,783
We are grateful to each of our many donors listed below. Some names appear more than once in the list representing their various roles in the school. This list reflects the contributions received only during the Fiscal Year 2015: July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.

**Donors 2014 - 2015**

Leadership Donors
Gifts of $1000+

Anonymous *
Joanne Avalon and Kurt Ogle *
Craig Barrows and Nina Cohen **
Robert and Ann Buxbaum via the Bellevue Fund
Liane and Bob Biletch
William and Mary Boyd *
John and Kate Cabot *
Christopher and Christina Comparato via the Comparato Family Fund
Julie and John Corcoran
Haskell and Alison Crocker
Gerry and Michelle D’Ambrosio
Craig and Sandhya Douglas
Alexander Garthwaite and Julie Brown Garthwaite *
Bonnie Glenn
Jonathan Golding and Sally Bradley-Golding via the Sally Bradley-Golding Charitable Fund
John and Suzanne Graves *
Bill Gribbell *
Stephen Hinrichs and Barbara Hemphill *
Steven and Lisa Hollis
Scott and Christina Holz
Geoff and Debbie Hunt *
Joe Jutras and Ann Marie Viglione via the Coromandel Fund
Donald and Patricia Kenney
Cynthia Becton and Philip Levendusky
Joseph and Emma Lily
William and Victoria Lincoln
R.J. and Leslie Lyman **
Elizabeth Rhinelander and Peter MacEwen *
Julie-Ann Toll and James MacLean **
Gerry and JoAnne McCarthy
Mary McDonald and Jim Supple *
David and Chylene McDonald
Mark McDonough
Joel Monell *
Nicie and Jay Panetta *
Stephanie and Jim Patrick *
Tracey and John Pfister
Claire Sanford and Charlie Crowley *
Mrs. Maizie Sanford †
Kara Goodrich and Karl Schmith
Mrs. Ann Seemans * †
Paul Sherman and Lyn Hsu
William and Kim Smith *
Neil and Karen Stanton *
Scott and Jill Sullivan via the Sullivan Family Charitable Fund
Bayard and Bea Waring
James Watras **
Martin Zieff and Valyri Peck-Zieff

Benjamin Richardson **
Claire Sanford *
Paul Sherman
Chris Sherratt **
Karen Stanton **
Jonathan Weedon
Kim Wright

Board of Trustees Emeritus

Geoff and Debbie Hunt *
Richard and Doris Prouty

Alumni

Tim and Andrea Bakland
Joanna Beasley
Abby Cahill O’Brien *
Kristin Hurley Carkeek
Susannah Cramer-Greenbaum
Nathanael DiMauro *
Danna Doyle Park *
Katie El-Diwan
Edith Fouser *
Caroline Glaenzer
Emily Glaenzer
Charlotte Greenbaum
Stephen Hinrichs *
Nicole Hupin Otis *
Jennifer Jackson
Cameron Lash *
Anna Levine *
Nils Lewis
Jack Lindsay
Barrie Lindsay
Sita Magnuson *
Stacey McDermott *
Stacey McDonough*
Molly Minturn
Micah Myers

* 5 - 9 years of consecutive giving
** 10 - 19 years of consecutive giving
*** 20+ years of consecutive giving
† Deceased
Hannah Newman
Emily O’Brien *
Jessica Panko
Brendan Pelsue
Benjamin Richardson *
Nick Ronan
Miranda Russell
Becky and John Schaeffer
Katharine Schultz
Liza Seybold Patnoe *
Christopher St. John
Clare Stanton
Evan Supple
Brenda Taylor
Robine Ralston Vaneck *
Daniel Wall
I-Hwei Warner
Roger Watras
Joshua Webb *
Jonathan Weeden
Colin Weir
Emily Weissblum Smith
Julia White *
Alice Woodman-Russell *
Dorothy Zarren *
Brita Zitin *

2014 - 2015 Parents
Anonymous *
Sheila Adams
Joanne Avallon and Kurt Ogle *
John Rossi and Lynn Barendsen
Bob and Liane Biletch
Greg and Jacqueline Bokor *
William and Mary Boyd *
John and Kate Cabot *
Claude and Bridget Canizares
Christopher and Christina Comparato
Ian and Mary Cookson *
John and Julie Corcoran
Maureen Cregan-Quinquis
Gerry and Michelle D’Ambrosio
Craig and Sandhya Douglas
Edward and Susan Estey
Amy and Peter Fedele
Alan and Shari Frost
Gordon and Jennifer Gabbay
Alexander and Julie Brown Garthwaite *
Bonnie Glenn
Jonathan Golding & Sally Bradley-Golding
Cliff Goudey and Leah McGavern
John and Suzanne Graves *
Bill Gribbell *
Gregg and Carrie Hershenson
Steven and Lisa Hollis
Scott and Christina Holz
Gallaudet Howard & David Mulder *
Joseph Jutras and Ann Marie Viglione
Donald and Patricia Kenney
Michael and Lynn Kessler
John and Kelly Knowles
Peter and Cynthia Langbord
Philip Levendusky and Cynthia Becton
Joseph and Emma Lilly
William and Victoria Lincoln
R. J. and Leslie Lyman **
Peter MacEwen & Elizabeth Rhinelander *
Priscilla Malboeuf
Gerard and JoAnne McCarthy
Cliff Goudey & Leah McGavern
Pablo Muchnik and Lauren Barthold
Pam Mehman
Christian and Kathleen Natale
Eunice and Jay Panetta *
Jim and Stephanie Patrick *
John and Tracey Pfister *
Gildas Quinquis & Jessica Lane-Quinquis
Miranda and Doug Russell
Karl Schmith and Kara Goodrich
Jessica Grigg and Christian Schoenberg
Christine and Tim Sherratt **
Kent and Irena Sinclair
William and Kimberly Smith *
Scott and Jill Sullivan
Roger Tapping and Natasha Brofsky
James Thompson and Walter Stone *
Robine and Thomas Vaneck **
Jonathan and Nicole Weedon
Emily Weissblum and Roger Smith
Lauren Marano and Scott Wells
Gitte Wernaa

Gifford and Myriam West
David and Lisa Wheeler *
John Wigglesworth & Priscilla Brooks **
Glenn Wood and Denise Clinton

2014 - 2015 Faculty
Tim and Lauren Averill **
Tim and Andrea Bakland
Martha Bednarz and Joe Levine **
KB Breiseth and Sarah Martin *
Ann Cahill **
Ronald Campbell
Linda and David Crosby
John and Mary Andrea Ferrick **
Kathleen and Mike For gag **
Edith and Jason Fouser *
Maureen and Mark Gedney *
Jeanne and Lou Havens *
Gallaudet Howard and David Mulder *
Mike and Vanessa Kersker *
Jeff and Erin Levering
Jan and Andrew Lindsay
Shaylor Lindsay and Gregory Lenhart
Kristina and Gene Martin *
Graham Rosby
Becky and John Schaeffer
Clare Stanton
Richard and Tobe Stomberg
Landis and Alexander Van Alen
Robine and Thomas Vaneck **
James Watras **
Joshua Webb *
John Wigglesworth and Priscilla Brooks **

2014 - 2015 Parents of Alumni
Andrea and Dan Lasman **
David and Laurie Leach **
Matthew and Helen Lewis *
William and Victoria Lincoln
Jan and Andrew Lindsay
R.J. and Leslie Lyman **
Peter MacEwen and Elizabeth Rhinelander *
James MacLean and Julie-Ann Toll **
David and Patricia Maslen
Ruth McCabe-Sherwood
Mary McDonald and Jim Supple via the McDonald-Supple Family Fund *
Mark McDonough
Leah and Cliff McGavern
Pamela Mehlman
Christine and Raymond Miller via the Miller Family Charitable Fund **
Garlan and Jody Morse
Maureen Daley and Myron Moss
Eric and Charlene Patey
Lydia Perkins
John and Tracey Pfister *
Richard and Doris Prouty
Sabine Ralston
Nancy Ronan
Claire Sanford and Charles Crowley
Erwin Schowengerdt
Peter Seamans *
Christine and Tim Sherratt **
Thaddeus Siemasko
Leigh and Herbert Snow *
Karen and Neil Stanton **
Doug and Coco Stewart **

Edward Sullivan
James Thompson and Walter Stone *
Jeffrey and Pamela Towers
John and Colleen Van Maanen
James Watras **
Emily Weissblum-Smith and Roger Smith
Patricia and Douglas Woodlock **
Harvey and Gail Zarren **

Grandparents
Mary Adams
Marjorie and Peter Aptakin
Bruce and Joan Bradshaw
Robert and Mary Lou Brown *
Mr. and Mrs. RB Crowl *
Charlie and Louise DeWolfe
Peggy Hinrichs **
Genevieve Lane-Genovesi
Myrna and Martin Lokomowitz
Richard and Kathleen Lyman
Norma and Ken Norland
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Pope
Sabine Ralston
Edwin and Etta Taylor *
Jacqueline Torigian
Paul White
Hope Wigglesworth *

Friends
Edna Allee †
Mr. and Mrs. T. Neale Attenborough
Mr. and Ms. David Ayer
David Carlson and Carol Harlow Carlson
Marjorie Carlson

Amy Cohn
Jane Goodrich
Mitch and Betsy Hayes
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Hollis
William Jaques
Alan Kirk
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Levine
Carl and Evelyn Sundquist
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Van Alen II via the Kent Lucas Foundation

Corporations
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Bank of America
GE Foundation
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Raytheon
Thomson Reuters
Wells Fargo

Foundations
Amazon Smile Foundation
AMG Foundation
Becton Family Foundation
Bellevue Fund
Fidelity Foundation
Kent Lucas Foundation
Sherman Hsu Family Foundation

Annual Giving
(restricted)

Endterm
Jonathan Golding and Sally Bradley-Golding
Jim and Stephanie Patrick

Humanities
Ann Seamans †

Library
John Rossi and Lynn Barendsen
Bob and Liane Biletch
William and Mary Boyd
Kendall and Caroline Buhl
John and Kate Cabot
Tim and Meghan Ferguson Sauder
Nicole Hupin-Otis and Bruno Hupin
Donald and Patricia Kenney
Peter MacEwen & Elizabeth Rhinelander
Priscilla Malboeuf
Gerard and JoAnne McCarthy
Christian and Kathleen Natale
Gildas Quinquis & Jessica Lane-Quinquis
Mrs. Maizie Sanford †
Yew Cheong and Tricia Tham
Lauren Marano and Scott Wells

Mathematics
William and Mary Boyd
Vladimir and Alina Kuznetsova
Joseph and Emma Lilly

Music
Melville Brown & Inka Rudnycka
Jonathan Golding and Sally Bradley-Golding
R.J. and Leslie Lyman

Theater
John and Kate Cabot

Class of 2015 Scholarship Fund
Edith Fouser
John Graves
Nathaniel Lyman
James Thompson and Walter Stone
John Pfister
Roger Tapping
Pam Mehlman
Edith Fouser
Emily Weissblum Smith
Christine Sherratt
John Pope
The Class of 2015

Transportation
We offer our sincere thanks to those donors who participated in the “paddle raise” at our Spring Auction to support the purchase of a new school van.

Henri and Stephanie Bichet
Melville Brown and Inka Rudnycka
Kendall and Caroline Buhl
Carl and Dawn Buxbaum
Christopher and Christina Comparato

In-Kind
Julie Cullen
Isabella Jackson
Priscilla Malboeuf
Alexander and Daniella Pappas

Gifts in Honor
With special recognition and respect, friends, family and colleagues have made a gift to the 2014-2015 Waring Fund in honor of the following individuals and groups:

In Honor
Bridget Heersink
Katherine and Gillie Carlson
Clare Stanton
Louis Quinquis
Waring Faculty
Waring Website

Class of 2015 Scholarship Fund
Edith Fouser
John Graves
Nathaniel Lyman
James Thompson and Walter Stone
John Pfister
Roger Tapping
Pam Mehlman
Edith Fouser
Emily Weissblum Smith
Christine Sherratt
John Pope
The Class of 2015

Faculty Wishlist
John Rossi and Lynn Barendsen
Bob and Liane Biletch
William and Mary Boyd
Melville Brown and Inka Rudnycka
Kendall and Caroline Buhl
John and Kate Cabot
Tim and Meghan Ferguson Sauder
Jonathan Golding & Sally Bradley-Golding
Stephen Hinrichs and Barbara Hemphill
Scott and Christina Holz
Nicole Hupin-Otis and Bruno Hupin
Donald and Patricia Kenney
Vladimir and Alina Kuznetsova
Joseph and Emma Lilly
William and Victoria Lincoln
R.J. and Leslie Lyman
Peter MacEwen & Elizabeth Rhinelander
Priscilla Malboeuf
Gerard and JoAnne McCarthy
Christian and Kathleen Natale
Gildas Quinquis & Jessica Lane-Quinquis
Yew Cheong and Tricia Tham
Jonathan and Nicole Weedon
Lauren Marano and Scott Wells

Deferred Gifts
The Copper Beech Circle, founded in 2013, is the Waring School Planned Giving Society. Planned giving is the process of making a deferred gift to a charitable organization, such as Waring School that will be transferred to the charity upon the donor’s passing.

Copper Beech Circle
Founding Members
Tim C. Averill
Martha Bednarz
Benjamin T. Richardson
Jonathan Weedon